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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Measured against the demands and complexities o( urban policing, the Cleveland Police 
Department is performing competently. Its crime control record is resp~ctable. Its ~raffic 
enforcement record is favorable. It has brought about these notable achievements without 
measurable augmentations in manpower in recent years. 

Community support is firm and police-neighborhood interaction is healthy, due in large 
measure to the vision and industry of the Community Relations Board. The department 
is deliberate in its efforts to correct its shortcomings and exploit emerging and 
contemporary opportunities · in police organization, service delivery, and technology. 
Decentralization of services and mini-station programming deserve particular 
acknowledgement. The vision, diligence, and oversight of the Office of Public Safety frames 
the successes that have been achieved. The vision and leadership of the Mayor deserve 
special acknowledgement. 

Challenges are omnipresent. Levels of and trends in serious personal crime demand 
continuing attention. Cleveland is not escaping the destructive pattern of violence that 
plagues most major urban centers in America. As it looks ahead, the department must 
recognize, and no doubt does, that it is likely to have to service a population that will 
increasingly rely on it for crime prevention and control and social services, and that will 
be increasingly diverse culturally. It will have to do so in an environment likely to be 
characterized by problems that threaten the· very civility of urban society -- increasing 
violence, destructive drug abuse, and a vast reservoir of unmet social needs. It will have 
to do so, it also appears, in a circumstance characterized by progressively austere fiscal 
conditions. Like most urban centers, the City of Cleveland is likely to confront resource 
shortfalls. The challenge to the Cleveland Police Department, indeed its obligation, is to 
commit itself to increasingly productive management and operations. This report proceeds 
in recognition of this premise and challenge. Despite formidable challenges, the study team 
is convinced that the Cleveland Police Department is positioned to become a truly 
exemplary police agency in the nineties. To achieve this status will require continually 
renewed energy and fresh vision of the future, less focus on what the department has been 
in the past, especially the resources it has had, and even more intensified teamwork among 
the Cleveland Police Department, the governing bodies of the City, agencies of city 
government, and the entire criminal justice community. 

CONDITIONING FACTORS AND TRENDS 

The performance of the Cleveland Police Department is heavily influenced by population, 
community economic conditions, level and nature of crime in the community, availability 
of resources, service demands, and staff characteristics. 
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'. ,788 to 6,106, 241.5%. This trend tapered off somewhat in 1990. Aggressive drug 

aw enforcement is essential because of the oft-demonstrated drug-crime link. 

;Jennmce Trends. When measured against national averages, departmental 

:learance trends are respectable. Since crimes are cleared mainly by arrest, this 

vould be anticipated. Having achieved satisfactory clearance rates, the department 

swell-positioned to improve its performance. Potential changes in both patrol and 

nvestigations practices can help achieve this goal. 

rramc Accident and Enforcement Trends. Enforcement has received continuing 

:mphasis during the past six years. Number of citations issued has increased, quite 

neasurably in 1991, as did DWI arrests. These efforts appear to be effective in 

educing and controlling accidents and should not only be continued but intensified. 

VorkJoad Trends. Calls for service from the community have been declining 

mperceptibly, 4.2% since 1986 and 0.9% in 1991. This suggests that major 

mgmentations of patrol manpower are not indicated for the coming years. 

nterestingly however, the number of calls assigned for response has increased in 

ecent years, except for 1991. This suggests the converse, absent patrol policy and 

nitiatives to manage calls for service more productively. Reliability of calls-for

ervice data is questionable. This introduces need to be cautious and to qualify 

,atrol workload observations. 

t is of unsurpassed significance to remain constantly aware that reliability of calls 

or service and other workload data of-the Cleveland Police Department cannot be 

lemonstrated. A priority goal of the department must be to develop reliable 

nanagement information, including calls-for-service data. Very shortly the 

echnological tools to achieve this goal will be in place, namely a new computer

.ided dispatch (CAD) system. CAD is simply a support system, however. The 

lepartment will be disappointed with the CAD if it does not ensure that its 

:iformation collection, processing, and control systems are designed and executed 

,ith exacting precision. 

~csource Trends. In view of its eroding revenue base, the city government has been 

s responsible as was probably possible in funding police operations. Increases have 

veraged 6% since 1987. The increase in 1992 will be less, 3.9%. There is no 

ractical reason to expect anything other than increasingly austere funding in 

Jrthcoming years. This will challenge department management to be deliberate in 

~arch of productivity enhancing strategies, a search which should be pursued under 

ny fiscal conditions. Eventually, the department and the city may have to re

xamine service levels. The citizenry may have to forego some of the services it now 

xpects from its police. For the moment, however, the department should recoanize 

1at it has resources that can be used more productively. 
0 

taffini;:: Trencfs. Diminishing resources are reflected in staffing trends. Expectations 

re that the department may finish 1992 with fewer sworn officers than it starts 

•ith. Its major recourse is to function more productively than ever before. 
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law enforcement is essential because of the oft-demonstrated drug-crime link. 

o Clearance Trends. When measured against national averages, departmental 

clearance trends are respectable. Since crimes are cleared mainly by arrest, this 

would be anticipated. Having achieved satisfactory clearance rates, the department 

is well-positioned to improve its performance. Potential changes in both patrol and 

investigations practices can help achieve this goal. 

o Traffic Accident and Enforcement Trends. Enforcement has received continuing 

emphasis during the past six years. Number of citations issued has increased, quite 

measurably in 1991, as did DWI arrests. These efforts appear to be effective in 

reducing and controlling accidents and should not only be continued but intensified. 

o Workload Trends. Calls for service from the community have been declining 

imperceptibly, 4.2% since 1986 and 0.9% in 1991. This suggests that major 

augmentations of patrol manpower are not indicated for the coming years. 

Interestingly however, the number of calls assigned for response has increased in 

recent years, except for 1991. This suggests the converse, absent patrol policy and 

initiatives to manage calls for service more productively. Reliability of calls-for

service data is questionable. This introduces need to be cautious and to qualify 

patrol workload observations. 

It is of unsurpassed significance to remain constantly aware that reliability of calls 

for service and other workload data of the Cleveland Police Department cannot be 

demonstrated. A priority goal of the department must be to develop reliable 

management information, including calls-for-service data. Very shortly the 

technological tools to achieve this goal will be in place, namely a new computer

aided dispatch (CAD) system. CAD is simply a support system, however. The 

department will be disappointed with the CAD if it does not ensure that its 

information collection, processing, and control systems are designed and executed 

with exacting precision. 

o Resource Trends. In view of its eroding revenue base, the city government has been 

as responsible as was probably possible in funding police operations. Increases have 

averaged 6% since 1987. The increase in 1992 will be less, 3.9%. There is no 

practical reason to expect anything other than increasingly austere funding in 

forthcoming years. This will challenge department management to be deliberate in 

search of productivity enhancing strategies, a search which should be pursued under 

any fiscal conditions. Eventually, the department and the city may have to re

examine service levels. The citizenry may have to forego some of the services it now 

expects from its police. For the moment, however, the department should recocrnize 

that it has resources that can be used more productively. 
0 

o Staffine Trends. Diminishing resources are reflected in staffing trends. Expectations 

are that the department may finish 1992 with fewer sworn officers than it starts 

with. Itc; major recourse is to function more productively than ever before. 
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e er: "need supervision and command StafT Profile. The department has a_ very O~y : , of 276 sergeants, lieutenants, 
staff. . Staff is also young, car~r-;

15
:i;d the chi;f were over 55 in 1991. Wh_ile 

captain;'t~~:r;~~f I~a1~ef :v~ ;~ci~nt service to retire, they still have many active 1;::r~. oThey are a ~ital_ asset which will have to lead the department through the very 
demanding financial times ahead. 

Police officers are broadly distributed among the many age groupcalings fr~~ 21-~0. 
Both the age configuration of supervisors and comm?oders and fis con uons o 
not portend rapid advancement for young and nuddle-aged patrol officers and 
supervisors. The Clev~laod Police Depart!Ilent cannot appear to be a gro~tr. 
environment to these· personnel. Increasing turnover may become_ a reality, 
especially as the private sector economy improves: Absent ~he opporturuty to gr~t 
impressive salary enhancements in future years, which seems 1mpr?bable, and provide 
widespread promotional opportunities, also improbable, the city/ d~partment arc 
obligated to concentrate on job enrichment, participatory str_ateg1es, and ~on
financial incentives and rewards that will appeal to younger officers and convince 
them to remain contributing members of the Cleveland Police Department. 

The Cleveland Police Department is simply not attracting college educated 
individuals. Only 8% of a sample of 501 members of the agency hired between 1986 
and early 1992 have a bachelor's degree. This condition is troubling for the future. 
Police must be able to at least keep pace in an increasingly educated, technologically 
complex, and multi-cultural society. It is not likely that the Cleveland Police 
Department will be able to compete with the private sector for entry level candidates 
with advanced formal education. It must nevertheless raise minimum educational 
qualifications. It must also undertake ambitious training and educational incentive 
programs for those who do become members of the force. 

,1MUNITY PERSPECTIVES 

1~it~cnt of t_hc Clcve~~nd Police Department to dealing effectively with problems of 
Clly 1s recogm~ed by citizens a?d lead~rs of comm~r:iity groups. Interest in improving 
Cleveb.nd Police Department 1s very high among citizens and groups regardless of the 
of group me1:1bership, socio-economic status or racial/ethnic make-up. Citizens and ips also perceive a number of deficiencies in police operations. 

::> Yisi_bi,litv(Tntcrnction. Low v~sibility is the . concern mentioned most frequently. 
~ol_1c1; ~ffic_ers ~cem prc-occu~1ed, perhaps with responding to the next call. There 
is little inclinat1on to take notice of what is going on in the neiohborhoods or on the 
streets as offi cers drive through. There is concern abour order maintenance 
problem~, such as aba~doned/stripped automobiles, loitering of large crowds of you th, fail ure _of the p_olice to do "stops" of suspicious subjects, and little or no traffic enforcement in certain areas. 
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ponse Time. Response time is of paramount concern to community groups. 
ny citizens believe that the slow response time is directly linked to a shortage of 
npower. They want to see the city hire more police officers. 

uth Gan2s. The presence of youth gangs is a matter of concern to many residents. 
ey expect police to be concerned when large crowds of youth are loitering. 
tizens question why they do not see officers dispersing crowds, doing police "stops" 
suspicious subjects and traffic stops of violators operating suspicious vehicles in 
eir neighborhoods. 

fficer Attitudes. Assessment of officer attitudes is mixed. Some describe the zone 
rr officers as insensitive towards citizens who have been victimized; unenthusiastic; 
egative toward citizens in certain neighborhoods; angry and unhappy when dealing 
rith the public. 

[bere are those who feel that many officers are just the opposite. Some officers are 
,ery professional and even go the extra step to help citizens feel assured that they 
:are about the quality of service they give. Some residents have been impressed by 
a number of hardworking officers and were not willing to give the same mark of 
performance to all members of the department. 

Dispatcher Attitudes. The image of communications personnel and the current 
dispatch system is very poor. Citizens cite rudeness by and lack of respect from 
dispatchers. 

Public Information and Community Relations. The Community Relations Board has 
made a difference since it began meeting with the districts. Lack of a structured 
public relations program to address the community's need for information about the 
department, its programs, and personnel is a concern. The department is viewed by 
many citizens as not having community outreach programs. Of particular concern 
is limited involvement with the school children of all ages. The DARE (Drug Abuse 
Resistance Education) program is acknowledged positively. 

• Mini-Stations. An obvious strength of the department is the mini-stations program. 
Mini-stations are seen as an alternative to waiting for police service on minor 
problems and as a means for getting to know an officer. At the same time, citizens 
desire changes in the program and the quality of service rendered by the mini
stations. 

o Operatin2 Practices. Citizens sense need for change in operating management 
practices. 

Two-man zone cars are seen as a waste of manpower. 

Work effort of district vice units and downtown (headquarters) Narcotics 
Squad are uncoordinated. 
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No ,emce agreement ~sts bc~een private
1 

storefsbecu~ty and the city police 
th h dling of arrested subJects at a p ace o usmcss. 01' e ~ 

Officers should live in the city. 

There should be more mobile units with interracial teams. 

0 Hispanic Concerns. A group of public service professionals bas the following concerns. 

The language barrier is serious and lies at the root of department problems in the Hispanic community. 

Crime is largely underreported in the Hispanic community because of the language barrier and officers' insensitivity to the Hispanic victim. 

A mini-station is not located within the boundaries of the Hispanic community. 

The mini-station servicing the community does not have a Hispanic or bilingual officer assigned. 

The department neglects to educate the Hispanic community on crime prevention and other governmental resources. 

There is a high incidence of domestic violence and no support from the police in these situations. 

There are problems between the Hispanic community and every level of the criminal justice system -- not limited to the city police. 

hose who establish police policy are well advised to respond to the following "citizen ~enda:" 

o Intensify visibility of street patrol officers. 

o E nsure that patrol officers interact much more frequently, one-on-one, with residents and business owners. 

o Reinforce efforts to identify community needs that can be satisfied by police or referred to other agencies. 

o Measurably improve response time. 

o Intensify order-maintenance activities. 
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o Identify and retrain officers and employees whose attitudes, demeanor, and 
enthusiasm damage the professionalism of the department. 

o Intensify the volume of information being supplied to the public. 

o Intensify the effectiveness of gang control and drug control programming. 

o Retailor mini-station operations to serve citizens more aggressively. 

o Mount a program to further identify and better satisfy needs of the Hispanic 
community. 

tudy has shown that the department is aware of and working toward many of these goals. 

:OMPLIANCE WITH PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES 

;urvey staff found a number of departmental operations, practices, and conditions to be in 
;eneral or substantial compliance with professional expectations. Staff found a number that 
rre not. 

1 Leadership and Accountability. There is nothing structurally peculiar to the Cleveland 
situation to inhibit development of technically superior and visionary leadership. 
Indeed, the current environment can properly be described as nurturing. The Mayor 
and Public Safety Director work cooperatively with the chief to develop and sanction 
mutually agreeable goals and priorities. Union contracts, while not entirely free of 
abridgements of management prerogatives, contain strong management rights provisions. 
Command officers have been afforded reasonable opportunities to acquire advanced 
training. Command has substantial resources with which to work. While resources are 
clearly diminishing, Cleveland today still boasts manpower levels that can be envied by 
other cities of its size. Credit is due to many individuals within the police department 
and the Office of the Public Safety Director, both past and present, for establishing an 
environment that allows current managers and commanders to hone and apply 
leadership and management capabilities. 

At the same time, a number of actions should be taken to further strengthen today's 
leadership group, prepare tomorrow's, and eliminate major barriers to accountability. 
A principal action concerns designing leadership training to prepare police decision 
makers to function productively in a changing environment. Provisions of the collective 
bargaining agreement that inhibit managerial flexibility, leadership potential, and 
accountability of command staff of several specialized units deserve reconsideration. 

o Or2anization and Staffin&. A number of flaws exist in the present departmental 
structure. Activities are improperly grouped, personnel activities and investigative units, 
for example. Some are misidentifiers, field planning, for example. Some are duplicated 
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causing overlap, confusion, and making coordination difficult, narcotics enforec 

internal affairs, for example. 
Inent c 

Essential police functions 3:"e not _receiving sufficient org~tio_n~. emphasis . 

prevention, planning, staff ~ctl?ns, and. a num~r of line ~CtIVIti~s need ~ CriJ 

attention. Continuing decentralization, particularly m field and investigative 
O 

er~ 

must be accomplished if the department is to adopt community-oriented andJ>cratioi 

solving policing strategies. 
J>robici 

Too many police officers occupy c_i~an ~sitions. Too many offi~rs _arc working . 

technical services and clerical pos1t1ons whic~. can and _shou!d be. elirmnated or fill · 

with civilians. Approximately 115 such pos1t1ons are identified m this repon. Th 

department has to be re-civilianized. 

o Mission, Goals, and Obiectives. Th~ department has made e~ce~ent strides tOWari 

establishing and using a comprehensive system of go~ and obJeetives. Both bureai 

level g~als _and objectives and a synth~siz~d and sanc_u_oned set of department goal 

and obJect1ves exist. Goals and objectives are utibzed to promote operationa 

effectiveness; deputy chiefs should be held accountable for achievement of goals anc 

objectives. The Mission Statement embodies sound police values. It should be 

formalized and distributed to every member of the department and revealed to the 

public. The department and the public safety director have identified and prioritized 

a number of very fundamental outcomes, including reductions in response time 111d 

overtime, and a focus on drugs and gangs. Recognition of opportunities for 

civilianization and an alternative approach to jail services are noteworthy. 

The department should capitalize on the excellent progress made by further developing 

its goals and objectives program. Goals and objectives have not been develo~ for a 

number of important outcomes and departmental functions/units. As evol~nonaJY 

development continues, the department will and must assume a more outward VIeW and 

incorporate more citizen-oriented objectives. Numerous objectives need to be reduced 

to more meaningful and measurable "outcome" terms. 

o Written Direc~ives. Policies. _and. Procedures. The Cleveland Police Deparune::: 

a comprehensive body of d1rect1ves. Efforts to keep directives current, to ted 

rescin~, and c:oss~reference az:e rigorous. A good deal of thought has been devolicy' 

to design of d1Tect1ves. Labelling and defining the critical requirement of each Po 

is an especially commendable feature. 
.'J1)e 

Simultaneously, _the departr_nent faces an obstacle common to all police agenc;:~ 

volume of reqmred/essent1al material which must be completely mastere~dets. 

more than can be comprehended by even the most dedicated officers. Co 1ent of 

supervisors, and officers cannot be relieved of responsibility for knowing the co~ {IJ11Y 

the entire body of policy and procedure. They can and should be expected to roiJJO'e 

conversant and comply with provisions of the most essential directives. To ifY tbOS' 

m~t~ry ?f the most critical po_Ii~ies and procedures, the agency must i~~~01pJete 

pohc1es 1t deems absolutely cnt1cal - those that every officer must ha 
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mastery of. It must computerize directives, establish learning centers, and conduct 
competency testing. 

0 Mana~ment Controls - Staff' Inspections. The _inspections function has atrophied to 
the pomt where it simply does not comply with professional standards. The rudiments 
of an effective system remain in place. Staff is experienced, knowledgeable, and appear 
to have produced important problem solutions in the past. At this juncture, however, 
the Department does not have a proactive, comprehensive staff inspections function. 
The function is limited in scope, improperly placed organizationally and understaffed, 
numerically and rank-wise. It has become more an adjunct complaint investigation unit 
than a professional staff inspections unit. 

° Community Relations and Public Information. Police-community relations seem to 
be reasonably healthy, with obvious potential for improvement, and need to address 
the several specific problems. Several factors account for the favorable climate: the 
programmatic effort and diligence of the Community Relations Board; the zone 
representative system; the Civilian Review Board; strengthened use-of-force policies; the 
mini-station program; and most recent, the Mayor's commitment to community policing. 

The pervasive structured network, the impetus generating from city hall, and other 
assets notwithstanding, a number of actions can be taken to further improve police
community relations. Centralized responsibility and accountability for police-community 
relations must be restored. Direct efforts should be undertaken to respond to and 
resolve the community relations/public information issues set forth by citizens 
interviewed. An exhaustive program of training must be administered. More aggressive 
and coordinated public information programming must be mounted. Beneficial 
organization and staffing modifications opportunities are available. 

o Citizen Complaints and Internal Affairs. Citizen complaint and internal affairs 
practices comply with professional standards in a number of important ways and are, 
overall, conducted satisfactorily. Declining number of cases reported to and investigated 
by the CilJ and especially OPS in 1991 is a positive indicator, particularly in view of 
the disturbing 1990 record. Commitment of personnel is generous. Personnel are 
experienced. Officers under investigation are afforded requisite due process protections. 
Advising complainants of findings and dispositions of complaints is sound practice. 
Intent to complete investigations in a timely manner is a worthy goal. Unfortunately, 
intent is not realized. lmrnediate removal of those charged with use of deadly force is 
extremely wise, as is provision of counseling and conduct of a psychiatric evaluation 
prior to return to duty. 

Paralleling the positives are a number of conditions that inhibit the potential of the 
citizen complaint an~ internal ~airs fu~c~ion. Impro~ement opportunities e~t in ~ole 
definition, organization, _sele~t!on, tra~ng, comp~at~t. reception and cl~s~~cauon, 
investigation practices, d1spos1t1on practices, the d1sciphne system, and faciht1es and 
equipment. Ability to understand and evaluat~ annual co~pla~t totals and t~~nds is 
seriously constrained by absence of more discrete classificauon and defiruuon of 
complaint types. Nevertheless, attention must be called to the proportion of physical 
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abuse complaints. Not otherwise classified, p~ysicaJ abuse is the largest 
complaints handled by CIU. We cannot determine from aggregate data wh categol) 
of allegations were sustained .. Informa~on management ~ be improv~ PrOJ>on 
more discrete analysis. Questio~ remain about s~g. Dif!erences in c to SllpP 
perceptible among the various umts. OPS and the Police Revi~~ Board ha~~; 
complaint orientation. The PCIR and CIU h~ve a more traditional, Passiv a .cilill 
affairs/investigations orientation. It . is adVISable th_at these units b~ UUci, 
approaches, by reaching out and engagmg the commumty more openly. cc th 

o Plannin& and Research. Staff Planning and Fi~ld Planning are producing SUbstani 
amounts of essential work. This notwithstanding, the Oeveland Police Dcp 
does not have planning and research capabilities that meet the requirements of~ 
complex, urban police agency. Significant areas of management and operational 
planning and research are not routinely attended to. Long-range futu.rc-o= 
planning and research is intermittent at best. The planning function is SOIDewli 
fragmented and is improperly staffed to conduct the level and nature of plannu 
research, and evaluation required. 

The major cause of the current situation is inadequate staffing. The menu of cum: 
special projects in the Staff Planning, 17 at the time of the study, the number schedule 
for future work. nine at the time of the study, and the ongoing clothing and • 
report responsibilities, simply create too heavy a burden. Field P1anning, while DDM 

more heavily staffed, concentrates almost exclusively on computer-based projedS a11 

performs a number of ancillary projects, which seem to have little relationship 1 

planning, for example, arrest card coding. Excessive workload also precludl 
opportunity for planning staff to maintain currency with police literature or anen 
conferences, two fertile sources for discovery of and information on innovative ideas an 
programs. 

o Leal Support. The Police Department appears to be well served by the Departm~~ 
of Law. The competence of the attorney who serves as chief advocate for the.Po~ 
department is widely appreciated. There is no evidence that the offices o~ the ~ abl, 
county prosecutors serve any less well. Even collectively, however, the seMCCS 8 p<>lio 
to the Cleveland Police Department do not fully meet the needs of a large ~ Jarges 
agency nor maximize the potential of the police legal function. This is due 111 enci" 
part to the fragmentation of services and competing interests within each of tbe ag 
upon which the Cleveland Police Department must rely for legal support. 

·ces 
O f the agencies from which the Cleveland Police Department receives legf:; ~ 
the Law Department is paramount. The Department of Law has a ~r0 \ 85 0eitb'1 

operat_ioru ~d heavy workload. This results in a police legal functio~ which ds o~ ~e 
the onentat10~ nor the resources to proactively service the exha~su~e de=: paliJ ! 
CJeveland Pohce Dep~rtment. Federal and state legislation which mtlu~ 50. j .d1 

is not corutantJy morutored by an officer/agency specifically tasked to Of iJfl~r:g, 
many individuals, in both the Police and Law Departments, become awar~ 0 iOSuffiC1ei,l 
Jegisla~ion, _a_ ce~tral cl~aringhouse has not been established. Toe~e •~epart111eo 
ana lysts of Jtt1gauon to diagnose emerging or present trends which require 
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response. A clear exception to our general view is litigation support. A major function 
of the Law Department, if not the major function, is to protect the jurisdiction and its 
emJ;>loyees, especially financially. Much of its work involves litigation. Accordingly, the 
Police Department appears to be receiving strong support in matters of litigation -
matters of extreme significance. 

0 ~atrol Pra~tices. The Cleveland Police Department has achieved a measure of success 
m c~ntrol~g crime, traffic accidents, and injuries. Credit for these achievements are 
~ue m maJor part to field services operations. Still, the Cleveland Police Department 
IS not fully exploiting its potential in patrol. It is hampered by a lack of goals and 
objectives. It seldom states goals and objectives in terms of outcomes and productivity. 
Improvement opportunities also exist in the areas of policy and procedures, 
organization, accountability, supervision, report review, and patrol practices, including 
the basic car plan and call management. 

The Cleveland Police Department does not have a formal, comprehensive patrol plan. 
Patrol policies, procedures, and general orders too often describe rather than guide. 
There is little training on policies and procedures. The department provides almost 
no formal roll call training and limited policy-specific in-service training to patrol 
officers. The department's thrust toward organizational decentralization in the districts 
is encouraged. Implementation has created a structure that is not sufficiently flexible, 
however. The department has simply decentralized specialized units and is suffering a 
number of the ills of specialization. The present system results in entirely too much 
direct contact between political officials, their immediate subordinates, and police 
officials other than the chief. Confusion, stress, and inefficient use of resources often 
occur. Semi-independent mini-stations and a specialized ward-based traffic presence 
defuse rather than encourage accountability. The direct influence of the political 
process should generally be limited to formal policy direction and fiscal control. 

The policy of attempting to answer the vast majority of calls for service with mobile 
response has to be reevaluated. No modem police agency can afford this practice. 
More differential response is required if the Cleveland Police Department is to 
accomplish its mission effectively and efficiently. Even now, calls are frequently stacked. 
Development and implementation of a one-officer car patrol system is recommended. 
The present configuration of one and two-person zone cars, quick response cars, the 
lack of zone or even sector discipline, the uncertainties of how many officers are gong 
to be available, and erratic dispatch procedures have led to frustration and confusion 
on the part of both the department and the public and have impaired response time. 
A number of practices sap productivity, including transporting prisoners to and from 
district holding facilities to the central jail. 

The Cleveland Police Department provides too little in-service training for patrol. 
While manpower availability may be a problem, the command staff must work toward 
more training and imaginative ways of providing training. Field supervision is not 
adequate. Additional supervisors are recommended. They must focus attention on 
street supervision, report review, job training, and counseling. Report writing and 
review require considerable attention of line and staff operations. Individual officers 
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should be held accountable for their performance. They should be evaiuat 
Cd re~,,. h. 

in regard to productivity and progress. "''<4ilf,, 

Patrol equipment is fairly good. ~ere seems t_o be an adequat~ number of 
vehicles. Although delays in reparrs cause some sh<_>~ge, vehicles are e Patroi 

,roblem-free with the exception _of br~e~ and transIDission proplems on S::rauy 
;quads. Experience and on-the-Job tr~g se~~ to be handlmg most dif6 ~ 
While most equipment is adequate, suppl~es are limited. Some ~ersonnel claun CUltics, 

0 provide their own supplies. AIDS kits are not always available or COlllpl to have 
iumber of district facilities are physically inadequate. Some action on Distncti A. 

nust be taken at once. Cc 

•atrol Deployment and Allocation. The picture which emerges in Cleveland is a DCCd 

or additional patrol resources. The department needs to add _more personnel to th 
,atrol function to achieve acceptable commitments of p_atrol trme to citizen calls foe 

ervice. Converting to complete use of one-officer cars 1S recommended. In additio~ 
:::> being least labor intensive, this option has additional benefits of increasing police 
isibility and decreasing response time. 

'atrol Support Units. The Airport Unit seems to be functioning effectively. 
~epresentatives of two clients of the Unit, the Federal Aviation Administration and 

1e airport itself, report satisfaction with the CPD service. Our view is that the Unit 
perations neither measurably contribute to nor detract from overall departmental 
perations. A number of individuals in the Cleveland Police Department have 
cpressed the belief that consideration be given to recovering staff for higher prioricy 
!partmental operations, leaving the airport to police itself in another manner. ~c 
ould surely agree if the department were not being compensated. Since compensanon 
available, we do not feel strongly one way or the other. Workload data does not 

dicate that a great deal of crime occurs at the airport. 

1e Harbor Unit provides essential services, but does so at a very heavy c?st to~ 
y. It spends the equiv~len_t of one shift of one officer every da~ on mamte~ 
.85 hours per day), which 1s wasteful of the time of trained pobce officers. It 
nation Unit is new, having been in operation somewhat more than tw.0 ye~uon 
pears to be a well-conceived operation. The department studied pobce aviarned 

· · · · · h · · d patte 
erat~ons m c1~1es wit s1IDilar area, population, problems, and missions, an ratioll> 
! ui:ut accordmgly. ~e small rotary aircraft supplements street patro~ ope Added 
nct~~°:5 such _as medical t_ransports have been left to other ~genciesi least 6« 
Jab1ht1es of t_h1s type would increase the purchase cost of a single aircraft a . g is no1 
d._ We are impressed that unit personnel assume traffic duties when f1~8ys. 
ss1ble. The Harbor Unit should consider a similar arrangement on "sloW 'de 

· 1 h r · can pro~ 
u e e icopter uruts are extraordinarily expensive the capabilities theY ece11t rsl 
en needed are worth the cost as was . . di , d t ted in the r se"e 
.geles riots. Nevertheless consiant vig'l so VI~ y ~mdon.s ra·nunize costs• c011enl 
l ed ct· I d . . • 1 ance 1s require to nu 1 e t}te 
· r u 100 pro uctivity enhancing actions seem possible. These invo 11 

se arrangement, fuel purchase, and patrol techniques. 
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Crimi_nal an~ Special lnvestieations. The principal measure of investigative 
~ffect~veness 1s the clearance rate. The patrol force, follow-up investigators, and 

~vest!gators who conduct proactive enforcement activities, such as vice and narcotics 
investigators, contribute to clearance success and failure. The clearance record of the 

Cleveland Police Department is acceptable. For three consecutive years, 1988, 1989 and 

1990, clearance rates for serious crimes slightly exceeded national averages. Only in 

rape ~nd ar_son did rates lag. Our analyses suggest that on the detective side of the 

equ~tJo!l thIS r~lative record of success is due in largest part to the experience and 

dedication of mvestigators. Although there is clearly room for improvement, as 

measured by a comparison with national clearance rates, the investigative function of 

the Oeveland Police Department is performing respectably, if not distinguishing itself. 

!he r~co~d is particularly noteworthy in view of many inadequacies that characterize 

mvest1gat1ve practices. The organization of the investigative function is highly 

~ragmented and therefore subject to constructive restructuring. The equipment 

~vento~ needs expansion and replenishing, training must be intensified, computer and 
1~ormat1on processing technology requires immediate attention, promotional practices 

fad to comply with professional expectations, and some scheduling practices are wasteful 

and financially costly. The impact of these flaws is dramatically magnified by excessive 

caseloads in a number of units, this due to unproductive case management practices and 

employment of sworn investigators in positions that should be civilianized, many clerical 

in nature. A principal fall-out of current practices is to produce what appears to be 

staff shortages. Corrections in these areas should enhance investigations performance 

noticeably. 

Crime Prevention. Overall, crime prevention efforts of the aeveland Police 

Department are reasonably successful, due mainly to the profusion of individuals 

committed to the task. This is a credit to department management. The 38 mini

station officers, 16 DARE officers, and the seven community relations and two labor 

relations officers form a powerful and extensive network of specialists interacting 

directly with the community. Mini-station workload statistics suggest an average of 214 

meetings being conducted each month, almost 100 of these being crime watch and safety 

meetings. The community education component of crime prevention is being accorded 

a superior level of attention. The number of security surveys is quite modest, in 

contrast. These specialized endeavors are augmented by the efforts of one district crime 

prevention officer and, of course, the more diffuse deterrent effect of field patrol and 

DARE activities. Considerable resources are being directed at gang activity through 

several grant programs fashioned by the Public Safety Director's Office. 

The effectiveness of the crime prevention function and the capabilities of crime 

prevention personnel can still ~d sh?uld be s~ren~bene~ in several ~ays. Co~tructive 

changes and actio~ are possible m orga~t1on, crune preventJon pl~~g and 

programming, trairung, and patro! methods, particularly deployment. Respo~1b1hl)'. ":°d 

accountability for crime prevention must be strengthened. The Commuruty Policmg 

Section is not broadly recognized as having central authority and responsibility. Their 

authority has "evolved" as a result of the role that mini-stations have fashioned, 

particularly their crime watch activities. The department has not produced a formal, 
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◄ 

amrpi ehensive dommented crime prevention plan. Crime pr even ti 
limjted, even f~ specialists in mini-stations. on train;_ , 

~IS, 

o daman RCSQDI"CCS Manaee,nent. Thou~ so~ew~t ~gmcntcd, the pc 

~ reasonably comprehensive and oomplics With profcss1onaJ CXJ>Cctati ~llncJftiii 

AD of the most essential functions are conducted, including recrui
0
~ ... lD ~ C!J 

performance evaluation. Job descriptions arc available, as are pc~ ~ ar~ 
regulations. The availability of counseling deserves particular acJcnowJ llllcJ llJJeg ii 

department and city are poised to further e~loit the potentials 0 t~c11lent. ~ 
rnanag~ment function and enhance the quality and ~rfonnancc of c Perso 

establishing compre~e~ive we~~ss . ~d educatJ?~ incentiv:Crsonne,~ 
Organiz.ational consolidation and aviliaruzatJon opportunities exist as wcu. pr~ 

1be principal measure of recruiting effectiveness is the number of qualifj d 

produced to the number of positions to be filled. By this criterion, the aC: applicanii 

recruiting function is achieving success. Aided by the relative security of c~d P~ 

hundreds of candidates are available for a limited number of jobs. The in~ ce ~ 
of minority officers indicates progress toward consent decree goals as we!f8rati, 

recommend major changes in entry level standards. Should these recommcndao· We 

adopted, recruiting staff will have to restructure their goals, strategies, and inde:'t! 
way they currently do business. 

The selection process is also sound. It is comprehensive, featuring most esselltW 

diagnostic components, namely written, medical, and psychological testing compo.De!ll!. 

Conscious effort has been made to ensure that examinations are valid and adminisrtred 

by certified professionals. Substantial work has gone into developing guidelines fa 

background investigations. Cost-effectiveness is sought by rejecting appliams 

incrementally - as they fail components of the testing process. Drug testing i 

approached aggressively, being part of the process from the application stage tbrou&l 

the end of probation. 

Paralleling the many positive attributes of the selection process is a fl~w of 1 
potential significance. In overall design, the process fails to look suffia~ntJy~ 

future. By maintaining a high school educational standard the current selectJ~D az,3 , 

probably is not producing, overall, the type of individual required for a _soaety 

police environment that is changing at a pace unseen in many decades, if ever. 

The promotional system exhibits a number of features which comply with pr~ 

expectations. The time-in-grade requirement for patrol officers to ~e~me ~ve ,,,e 

promotion to sergeant is consistent with preferred practice. Exa_mmauons uoaal tJ 

job analysis-based. Employing the services of recognized police ~=diJW, _; 
designers is very sound practice. These positive attributes n~twl cons~ 
Cleveland Police Department promotional system requires extensive r~uneDI. ~ 
The system is simply not designed to ensure identification, ap~ to 511~ 

certification of those individuals with the greatest talent and/or potent_J naJ procdi, 

to command, and, especiaJJy, to lead the organization. The pro~~uo seek oU1 

passive and defense-oriented. It is not structured to aggressive Y 
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d~partment's best talent for today or identify tomorrow's leadership. The 
aty / department should establish more stringent eligibility standards, employ a greater 
number of diagnostic tools, and exploit the potentials of the probation/evaluation period 
more fully. 

The department and the city have surely recognized the necessity for performance 
evaluation and just as surely have reaped some benefit. Still, the program is subject 
to considerable strengthening to enable the city and the department to realize the full 

potential of performance evaluation. Performance evaluation is generally considered 
to be a pro fonna exercise. Raters are not properly prepared for their tasks. Most 
significantly, the department would benefit measurably from a wholesale revision of the 
current system, replacing it with one that is performance-goals based. 

Trainin2 and Education. The training record of the Oeveland Police Department is 

mixed. Recruit training bas few apparent flaws of major potential consequence. Field 
training requires substantial strengthening. In-service training has evident strengths and 
glaring weaknesses. Roll-call training is infrequent and not administered in compliance 
with professional standards. Administratively, the function suffers from an archaic 
r~cords system, failure to conduct training needs assessments, and an opaque budget 
picture. A number of innovations are available to modify the way training bas been 
administered and delivered, namely the opening of the CPD Academy to outside 
agencies and the creation of satellite learning centers. 

Records. The records function is characterized by a series of positives. Report review, 
although limited, is in place, as are UCR audits. If fully implemented, the purge 
program will produce ongoing efficiencies by reducing the volume of records. This 
reduces search/retrieval time and eases storage facility requirements. The department 
is recognizing the need to produce periodic reports. The Records File Section provides 
reports to the public in an effective manner. Records are accessible to department 
personnel when needed. The records area is well secured. Outside staff has restricted 

access. 

The positives are neutralized, however, by a series of flaws that measurably inhibit the 
potential of the records function and undermine cost-effectiveness. Technology is 
inadequate. Report generation is rudimentary. Records are not properly accounted for. 
Quality of source/field information is not being managed and controlled as well as it 
can be. The department cannot yet claim that it is producing comprehensive and 
reliable information from the street - where the entire process begins with preparation 
of the incident report - to the executive suite and operational command centers where 
processed information should appear ~ the form of consciously designed management 
reports to "power" management operauons. 

Communications. In the not too distant past, communications had serious deficiencies. 
Improvement has occurred. A series of essential policies and procedures have been 
reaffirmed. Response time within the Communications Center ( queuing time) is a 
priority and according to departm~nt sources has be~~. reduced. An employee 
recognition program have been established. Improved faciliues and a reasonable break 
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system has been established. Discipline is reported to be more evident and co . 
Due to these factors, morale has improved somewhat. . Current management . nslStcllt. 
for further chai.-iges, both operational and technologi~. !hese promise IS Pr~ 
improvement in effectiveness. At this juncture, ~mmumcations is fulfilling i:~ 

Simultaneously, the communications function requires subs18:Dtial attention if it . 
fully meet professional expectations. Changes are needed ~ technology, <>pc is_ to 
practices, training, organu.ation and staffing. Respons~ trme can be llllpr~ 
Immediate adjustment in ~atcher. attitudes and behav10_r tow~d the pubij~Cd 
absolutely essential. Use of differential response should be mtensified arc 

o Crime Analysis. Failure to mount an effective crime analysis program until v 
recently stands as a glaring historical failure of previous Cleveland Police Dep~ 
administrations. Insightful crime analysis information is as fundamental to effective 
crime control as sound investigations or crime prevention activities. The department's 
late but laudable discovery of this critical function underscores need to prioritize and 
accelerate further development. 

Crime Analysis is off to an excellent start. Geo-files are mandatory and most useful 
for initial crime analysis and can provide immediate and tangible results for investments 
made. This is just a beginning, however. There is far more to crime analysis than 
simply mapping crime. A design and development agenda must include a number of 
new search/ analytical capabilities, including modus operandi, a master name index, and 
ongoing data base development. Becoming knowledgeable about appropriate tactical 
response strategies must parallel technological/applications expansion, as should a 
product evaluation program. 

o Forensic Services. The Technical Services Section provides effective forensic support 
services. Available evidence suggests that crime scene technicians perform competently. 
The Laboratory has an impressively comprehensive range of services. The department 
deserves commendation for adding DNA and AFIS capabilities. The a~ced 
educational level of laboratory staff not only complies with professional expectat1ons ~ 
promotes credibility of evidence analysis work, an important factor for succe 
prosecution of offenders. Laboratory equipment is excellent. 

The crime scene evidence collection function of the Cleveland Police Department is}fi 
from meeting its potential. The department has fallen into the "specializatiOJ'.! i_rap. In 
has _I~ft far too mu_ch re~po~ibi!ity to a handful of centralized eviden~e technlClfn:~rce 
add1 t10n to_ correctmg this s1tuat1on, a n~mber o~ modifications are avail~ble to re nctio!IS 
the operational strengt~~ of the Techrucal Services Section and the e~dence fu further 
in general. Product1V1ty can be enhanced through reorganization and 
civilianization. 

·rnproved 
o Evidence and Property Mana2ement. The evidence and property function has 11 rniJlOUS 

over the past ~ew years. There has been a sincere effort to purge the vo :as t,ee11 

inventory of evidence ~nd property. An automated evidence tracking. systeJDd storage 
implemented. Security has been strengthened. Special handhng an 
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requirements are observed. Staff is knowledgeable. The seizure record of the 
department is very impressive. Number of seizures has more than tripled since 1989. 
Cash seizures have increased $426,000. Number of automobiles confiscated has 
increased almost 200%. 

Improvement efforts are not yet complete. A number of aspects of the property 
man3:gem~nt function require attention. Those of greatest interest are processing 
practJ.ces m the districts, automation, status of withdrawn evidence, purging, security, 
staffing, organization, and auditing of forfeitures and seized assets. The directives series 
should be more detailed. 

C_ourt ~erformance. The almost total absence of statistical data precludes meaningful 
diagn?sis of the court performance function and development of conclusions about 
effectiveness. This condition itself must be viewed with concern. A very limited 
universe of impressionistic and anecdotal evidence indicates that a number of critical 
court performance objectives may be met with a degree of effectiveness. 

The favorable conditions that may exist are being achieved despite the current 
organizational arrangement, not because of it. No unit or individual presently has 
centralized authority and responsibility for the effectiveness of court-related activities 
and functions of the Cleveland Police Department and its officers. The Court Unit 
functions as a bailiff and time-keeping service. 

Computer Support. The data manipulation/ computer capabilities of the Cleveland 
Police Department are mixed. Some information is easily retrievable. Other data are 
extremely difficult to obtain. Important information must be still processed manually. 
Many reports are difficult to generate and often demand special purpose programming. 
Important information for management decision making is simply not available. 

The growing presence of micro-computers is generally a positive one. It demonstrates 
pent up demand for access to data and increasing recognition of the power of micro
computers to service a broad spectrum of functions. It poses one important drawback, 
however. Unless growth of micro-computers usage is accompanied by adequate 
planning, it will further fragment the department's data bases and make access to 
needed data difficult, if not impossible, for other than the immediate users. 

Fleet Manai:ement. The Cleveland Police Department manages its fleet well. It has 
bad the foresight to keep the fleet functional and plan for the future. It has a sound 
preventive maintenance program, whi~h app~ars to bav~ ~ high degree of compliance. 
Vehicles are assigned rationally and with obvious recogmtlon of the need to ensure that 
patrol has dependable vehicles. The significance of traffic accident review and 
remediation is recognized. The rate of CPD officer-involved accidents is lower than 
that of other major city agencies. 

Measured by mileage, the CPD fleet is quite functional but beginning to age. Almost 
40% of marked vehicles, the primary emergency vehicle, are in the 40,000 to 70,000 
range. Since patrol vehicles accumulate mileage quite rapidly, this group must be 
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monitored closely. Se_ver8:1 aspects of fleet .~anagement can be strength 
management informauon IS w_eak. ProductIVIty can be enhanced ( cos cne<l ~ 
civilianizing the Transport Umt. ts rcduCcQ) 

PRIORflY RECOMMENDATIONS 

This rcpon presents almost 250 recommenda_tio~. Colle~vely they fonn. 
exploiting opportunities and potential, co1;ect1ng madequacies, and fasbionui: Plan 1 
service tailored to the City of Cleveland m the 19_90s. Based on consider ti a Poli 
seriousness of the condition or pro~lem they are ~esigned to correct, the curr:nto~ of ~ 
need to be met, and implementau~n cons1~er~tions, 34 recommendations or cl~ futu 
reco~endations are pr~sented as highest Pr:10~ty. ~e first 1 ~'. Phase I reconunen te~ 
are designed for immediate response to existing en.me conditions. Substantial datioo 
should be made toward implementation of Phase I recommendations within 12 ~ogre 
The seco!ld 12, Phase ~ recommendations, are desi~ed to ha':e longer range imp:~ 
the quality of operations and personnel and build and reinforce police-conunlllli 
partnerships. Substantial progress should be made toward Phase Il recommendationswj~ 
24 months. Implementation should parallel Phase I recommendations whenever poSSiole 
A third set of 11 priority recommendations are singled out for their productivity value 
These are designed to enable the department to maximize use of its finite resources 
Implementation should be as immediate as possible. The recommendations reflect mam 
of the preferences of community group leaders and members. · 

PHASE 1: CRIME PREVENTION AND CONTROL 

1. Restructure the department placing special emphasis on patrol, investigations,crilnt 
prevention, and crime analysis. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Move 178 officers to the districts to deal with crime and quality of life 
problems. 

Increase patrol/field supervision by 33 sergeants. 

Create a robbery unit of 21 officers. 
• i}i. tO tbl 

In . . . . b . . b . respons1b tY crease cnme prevent10n activity y assigmng asic 
districts, maintaining central staff to assist district officers. 

Integrate mini-station activities into districts to increase eoordiDatioJJ. 
6 

ia 
el to e 

Enh . ·-1~ ...... d nersonn 
an~e cnm~ and incident analysis by adding speCl~ r-

operat1ons while maintaining central staff assistance. 
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2. Convene a Mayor's Task Force to fashion coordinated system-wide responses to 
crime prevention and control. 

3. Hold district commanders accountable for level, nature, and trends in crime. The 
crime control record should be a principal measure of performance and a major 
basis for retention in the position. Supply sufficient resources for commanders to 
perform capably. 

4. Prepare a city-wide crime prevention/fear reduction plan. Target homicide, rape, 
robbery, arson, and vandalism for immediate response. Sustain the already strong 
drug abuse effort. Have commanders prepare plans for their districts. These 
should be individually tailored to districts and neighborhoods and clientele groups 
within them. 

5. Establish a one-person car patrol plan for the entire city on all shifts. 

6. Intensify use of alternate techniques (differential response) for handling lower 
priority calls now handled by on-scene mobile response. 

7. Establish a crime and activity analysis system at the field services and/or district 
level. Require officers to use crime analysis information to learn about problem 
areas and persons in their areas of responsibility (zones/sectors). Accelerate 
development of the central crime analysis capability. Ensure that crime analysis 
information is utilized by field units and evaluated for quality. 

8. Ensure that officers interact as frequently as possible, one-on~ne or in groups, with 
citizens in their zones/sectors, including business persons and community. 

9. Intensify order-maintenance activities where appropriate. 

10. Reduce response time to priority calls by increasing number of units on the street, 
redeploying units, and introducing efficiencies into the Communications Center -
- installing a CAD system, eliminating the safety telephone operators, the card
trolley system, and using alert-tones. 

11. Strengthen case selection and management practices in criminal investigations units. 
Make more informed use of solvability factors. 

PHASE 2: CAPACITY AND.PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

I. Identify and groom a leadership corps for the agency. Establish a task force to 
design and implement a leadership development program. 
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7. 
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5. 

6. 

2. 
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ed by community groups. aeta,bi 
oncerns surf•~ Into more aaressive, P!O,i~ ~ 

ldously to Ille :bile Informal•:• ee behavior IOW&rd lhe P•hlic, "
Respond exi::,,tlons and fc audits of empJ 'Y 

<OJ11111ualll' Conduct period • revention and redllClion or ~ 
opn111foD1- Its to emphasize palion of problem area,, P..,..,....._ 

ldoa latenial alflln:: pd early ldenl~:untable for the level &nd -...,.;~ Rd'a•1a1■11 apla51 emplorri t commanders ac rtilied misconduct as a Prla,i,., 
comp I ,_c Hold dist ~ h • cidence ot ce -"" and emp 0.,--• Estabhs 111 
fflcer misconduct. rformance. 

::....U,. or commanden pe • • Devote greater emphasis to ~ 
in capabdit1es. . 

h and plann g / nit evaluation. Aupnent researc rojects and program u 

oriented planning P . 1 requirement or 40 to 60 hours ot 
level educat1ona Establish a minimum entry 

college credit. 

Establish advanced education req . uirements for promotion: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

t £11. to 75 hours of college credit sergean: vv 

lieutenant: bachelor's degree 
captain: bachelor's degree 
commander: bachelor's degree 
deputy chief: bachelor's degree 
chief: bachelor's degree. 

Revitalize the educational incentive program. 

Employ additional diagnostic/prediction techniques in lhe promotional lestiai 
Process, including structured interviews for selecting sergeants and ....._ centers for all superior ranks. 

Substitute advanced KsAs (knowledge, skills, and abilities) for some of the moR 

routme ones currently tested for. Extend the promotional probation pctiod from 
90 days to one year and evaluate and judge probationers more stringently. 

0 

Redesign the performance measurement system: 

o establish outcome-specific p rfi pJ ,.,, 

and geared directly 10 d e ormance objectives tailored to each em 
0
,-

epa11rnentaJ/unit objectives; establish these Objecr ,I 

••ch •••••I Perform i.es ••ew "'h••ever •ecessaiy and at the beginnlq ance Period; 0 

use J>erformance objecu 

""•loiesses; •es to reinforce strengths or officers and to .llliDfail 
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2. Respond expeditiously to the concerns surfaced by community grou~s. Refashion community relations and public information into ~ore aggressive, p~active operations. Conduct periodic audits of employee behaV1or toward the public. 

3. Refashion internal affairs units to emphasize prevention and reduction or citizen complaints against employees and early identification of problem areas, procedures, and employees. Hold district commanders accountable for the level and nature or officer misconduct. Establish incidence or certified misconduct as a principal 
measure or commanders performance. 

4. Augment research and planning capabilities. Devote greater emphasis to futureoriented planning projects and program/unit evaluation. 

s. 

,. 
Establish a minimum entry level educational requirement of 40 to 60 hours or college credit. 

Establish advanced education requirements for promotion: 

o sergeant: 60 to 75 hours of college credit 
o lieutenant: bachelor's degree 
o captain: bachelor's degree 
o commander: bachelor's degree 
o deputy chief: bachelor's degree 
o chief: bachelor's degree. 

7. Revitalize the educational incentive program. 

8. Employ additional diagnostic/prediction techniques in the promotional testing process, including structured interviews for selecting sergeants and assessment centers for all superior ranks. 

Substitute advanced KSAs (knowledge, skills, and abilities) for some of the more routine ones currently tested for. Extend the promotional probation period from 90 days to one year and evaluate and judge probationers more stringently. 

9. Redesign the performance measurement system: 

o establish outcome-specific performance objectives tailored to each employee and geared directly to departmental/unit objectives; 

o establish these objectives anew whenever necessary and at the beginning of each annual performance period; 

o use performance objectives to reinforce strengths of officers and to minimize weaknesses; 
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o use performance objectives as primary measurements of individual 

performance; and 

o set and measure performance objectives more frequently. 

10. Reward supervisors and subordinates for continuing achievement in meeting 

performance goals. Modify the promotional system to formany recognize and 

establish productivity bonuses, if and when financially feasible. 

1 I. Strengthen the field training and ron-ca]] training programs. Conduct periodic 

needs assessments to supply training that personnel feels is most needed. Measure 

achievement of each participant in each in-service course delivered at the Academy. 

Establish satellite learning centers in districts and headquarters. 

12. Refashion the records function to emphasize design and production of management 

information to serve the department's executive and command center. Develop a 

stand-alone computer cnpability for the Cleveland Police Department. 

PRODUCTIVITY 

I. Civilianize positions. 

Number of positions immediately available for civilianization is 115, including 

positions in personnel, crime analysis, and technical services. 

2. Extend the scope of the goals and objectives system to include an essential 

departmental outcomes, functions, units, and employees. Reduce all objectives to 

measurable outcome terms. Establish measurable performance objectives for all 

employees. 

3. Computerize the nTitten directives system, establish learning centers, establish a 

competency testing system, and fill current policy gaps. 

4. Research the number and types of legal actions brought against members of the 

Cleveland Police Department, disposition of actions, and cost/penalties to the city. 

Develop strategics to reduce number of actions and costs. 

s. Establish a comprehensive wellness program featuring mandatory participation. 

6. Transfer detention functions to the Sheriff. If not politically feasible or cost

beneficial, explore privatization or civilianize jails, district lock-ups, and 

transportation. 

7. Transfer parking enforcement to another city department. 

S. Explore the feasibility of privatizing the medical function. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

Open training Academy courses to members of surrounding agencies t 
training expenditures. _ 0 defray 

Rccncrgizc, reorganize, and augment the staff of the staff inspections f 
Prioritize and establish a timetable for initial audit of functions and units t:nction. 
never been inspected or have not been inspected for some time. at haye 

Reexamine the helicopter lease arrangement. Consider a new fuel acq .. . 
process. Examine the cost and benefits of an in-house mechanic for the ;•~•t~on 
Unit. Vtatton 
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